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Welcome to the Flexible Boss Buyer’s Guide: Part One
Moving to an agile way of working
can be a complex and daunting
undertaking for organisations of
all sizes. Knowing where to start
and who can help you is the first
step. Here we have singled out three of the
areas that companies looking to change their
approach may need to consider.
Sponsored by

In the pages ahead you’ll find information
on vendors in the video conferencing, time
& attendance and office space sectors, plus
their tips on how to modernise your way of
working and ensure your organisation is fit
for the future. Special thanks to our section
sponsors Polycom, HfX and Neardesk.
Heather Greig-Smith, Editor.

TECHNOLOGY

Frozen out?
AGILE WORKERS MAY BE AHEAD OF THE CURVE WHEN IT COMES TO EMBRACING
COLLABORATIVE TOOLS SUCH AS VIDEO CONFERENCING AND DATA SHARING, BUT
MANY ENTERPRISES ARE ONLY CATCHING UP AT A GLACIAL PACE. WILL FIRMS
THAT FAIL TO ADAPT BE GIVEN THE COLD SHOULDER, ASKS HEATHER GREIG-SMITH

T

he march of millennials into the

conferencing, and screen-sharing and

in the next two years. “As firms change

workplace is being accompanied

web-collaboration technology are vital

the way they work from silos into

by higher expectations of

for their daily work with colleagues

holistic all-encompassing units, so will

collaborative technology – and greater

and clients. The 1,500 knowledge

employee expectations about how they

comfort using it. No longer a novelty

workers polled were aged between

engage and connect with each other,”

or a luxury, seamless collaboration

16 and 55. However, almost four in

says Robert Keenan, Unify’s UK &

is seen as a basic utility. But not all

every five (79%) were experiencing

Ireland head of portfolio management.

organisations are on board with

technology frustrations at work – a

“This isn’t confined to millennials;

this brave new world, and those

figure Unify says shows businesses

employees across the age spectrum are

uncomfortable with video calls and

have a lot further to go in aiding the

striving to find new ways of working

unwilling to embrace communication

productivity of their teams.

and collaborating. It’s up to the
enterprise to enable this. If they don’t,

beyond telephone and email may find
themselves left behind.

Growing influence

employees will simply circumvent
enterprise tools and use consumer

In a recent survey, more than three
quarters (77%) of UK employees

UK workers expect the influence of

applications instead, leaving you

told communications software

collaborative technology to grow: 62%

open to security risk and worse, the

provider Unify that tools such as

believe the need for these products

fundamental loss of productivity.”

instant messaging, video links, phone

and services will increase significantly
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collaborative software extensively

marketing for EMEA at video

find it hard to believe others do not

and voice conferencing company

appreciate the benefits.

Polycom, agrees that video is creating
amazing transformations in some

“Despite legislative change
regarding flexible working, many

industries, such as healthcare, where

organisations are still failing

breastfeeding clinics and diabetic care

to recognise the real value that

are being delivered using tablet and

collaboration tools can provide,”

mobile devices. “That will become

says Lifesize VP for the UK, Ireland

more and more pervasive,” he says.

and Northern Europe Andy Nolan.

“Video is becoming the lowest common

“Completing daily tasks has never

denominator for many organisations.

been more dependent on teams,

Most remote employees have video.”
Donald McLaughlin, Cisco’s director

with individuals working with an

of collaboration sales in the UK and

average of 10 colleagues at any one
time. Being able to communicate

Richard Ahlstrom: KNPO

device is crucial for any business
that wants to be more productive
and efficient. Businesses which
ignore the value proposition of
these tools will only run into
communication silos that fail to offer
the connected experience needed to
fuel competitive advantage.”
However, John Eary, director
of JEC Professional Services,

Ireland, adds that individuals who
resist these changes will be left behind

regardless of time-zone, location or

“There is a cultural
dimension to
communication as
we are not talking
in our native
language”

and chief information officers need to
take the lead in driving change. “We’ll
get to the stage where people not using
it are the exception and they’ll feel left
out – they’re going to be quite lonely if
they don’t turn their video camera on,”
he says. “People don’t care what you’re
wearing. They’re much more accepting
of the fact that you have something to
contribute.”
Calder believes the next frontier in

works extensively with the public

collaboration technology development

sector and says many of the
organisations he deals with still

comfortable. What people are often

is the dismantling of traditional

prefer teleconferencing to video

doing is talking about a document

structures and hierarchies in favour of

communication. That doesn’t mean

of some kind. You can share that

an agile and responsive teamworking

audio is replacing physical meetings.

document through the technology, so

environment. “We have pressed and

“The public sector is more 20th

the need to actually see people is not

pressed individual productivity to the

century in its thinking,” he says. “An

that valuable.”

very limit now and where we see the

awful lot of face-to-face meetings are
still happening.”

Putting on a show

It’s a controversial point, given

biggest opportunity is in teamwork,”

how far some organisations are

she says. “It’s about bringing people

pushing the use of collaboration

together and making them more

software and video. At the April UC

productive.

Expo in London, keynote speaker

“We need to step up how we support

Eary adds that often people are

Marianne Calder, Cisco Systems

the new agile worker. We’ve all

uncomfortable with video when

managing director of collaboration

started using whatever productivity

working remotely, feeling they are

architecture sales for EMEA and

tool we’re most comfortable with and

“on show” and need to be dressed

Russia (pictured, over), highlighted the

have created a number of silos. Unless

to impress. In a recent survey on

example of Nationwide. The building

we are all on the same tool or app,

personality types and agile working

society is rolling out the use of video

we have a big challenge in sharing

for the UK Employers Network for

consultations to agree mortgages

information. We now need to allow

Equality and Inclusion, respondents

with customers – resulting in a 70%

teams to come together to discuss,

reported that video conferencing

increase in sales performance and 66%

create, share and recall.”

was not important to them. The

decrease in sales costs. Likewise, the

exception to this was the ‘influencer’

use of video by Airedale NHS doctors

for IT consultancy Portal, says many

personality type, 22% of whom said

and nurses for consultations with local

organisations are looking for a

video was very important.

care homes has reduced emergency

project-level replacement for email

admissions and trips to A&E.

communication. “Email has been a

“It’s a comfort thing,” says Eary.
“If people are on show they are less

www.flexibleboss.com

Tim Stone, vice-president of

Maria Casu, head of marketing

very effective productivity tool but is
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Jeans, which allows users to connect
to its video conferencing service using
the platform of their choice. He says
ubiquity of access is the key. “We’re
seeing CEOs who will have meetings
on their iPads in Costa – they know
what they’re talking about isn’t that
sensitive.”
Matthew Finnie, chief technology
officer for network and global cloud
services platform Interoute, says
adoption is all about the ease of
simplicity. “There is no reason why
anyone should get left behind. If you
make it simple, simple, simple, then
people won’t use the phone,” he says.
Kids Non-profit Organisation (KNPO)
uses the Interoute cloud service. The
charity’s mission is to improve road
safety for children in developing

“We need to step up how we support the
new agile worker”

countries by distributing reflective
beads for them to wear as bracelets,
headbands and bag decorations.
Because KNPO works across borders,
video is crucial, says chairman and
founder Richard Ahlstrom. Based in

also a victim of its own success, with

likely to drive organisations to be

Stockholm and San Francisco, the

email overload and the formality that

more forward-thinking when it comes

charity has partners and workers in

goes with email,” she says.

to technology. “People are not going

developing countries and a production

to want to go backwards if they have

team in China. “Asia is all about video

of ‘conversations’. We see companies

experienced the benefits of these

and there is a cultural dimension to

wanting to use collaboration platforms

really collaborative environments.”

communication as we’re not talking in

“People want to have different kinds

where email is a part of the platform

While video has been a huge success

our native language,” he says, adding
there is “much better sound quality”.

but by no means the only thing. [They

for sales and marketing in the past

are looking for] internal blogs, wikis,

decade, she says we have yet to see

forums, informal spontaneous ways of

massive take up of video conferencing.

of telecollaboration systems developer

reaching out to different people.”

“We see the Facebook-style platform

Oblong Industries, has an even more

becoming much more popular, where

radical vision of the future than one in

of social media is creating pressure

people can write a short sentence or

which we embrace video conferencing.

for employers to replicate this in the

two.” However, a range of tools is

He argues that the industry needs to

world of work. “Email works well for

needed. “I can see video becoming

make a “quantum leap” from using

certain types of information but you

more mainstream. People can use

devices on a personal level to screens

get information dead ends. Emails can

their preferred channels.”

and devices offering “the collaboration

She adds that personal enjoyment

humans are capable of when they

be in an inbox for years and useful
stuff is lost when someone leaves.”

John Underkoffler, chief executive

Security debate

don’t have computers in the way”.
His vision is of large screens that

Whereas five or six years ago the
real interest was in sharing files,

One of the most frequently-cited issues

connect and interact with all devices

Casu believes we have moved on. “It’s

with collaborative tools is that of

so that multiple people can work on

much more about sharing knowledge

security, and businesses differ on their

tasks simultaneously. “You should not

and wisdom, such as lessons learned

willingness to move from ‘on premises’

be held to the tyranny of the fixed

or certain expertise.” All of this is

solutions to the cloud. The debate

boundary of the screen,” he says.

tearing down the invisible boundaries

between providers continues.

between offices and geographies.
Casu says recruitment needs are
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James Campanini is vice-president
and general manager for EMEA at Blue

Perhaps video conferencing is child’s
play compared with what may be
coming next.

www.flexibleboss.com
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Unleash the power of collaboration:
video, voice and content
Polycom solutions help you unleash the power of human
collaboration across any distance, device or timeline to help you not
only save costs and meet your company objectives, but to create a
true Workplace of the Future - today. It’s our sole focus.
More than 415,000 companies and institutions worldwide defy
distance with secure video, voice and content solutions from
Polycom. We help doctors save lives, educators teach students,
governments operate more efficiently, managers mentor their
colleagues, executives connect with their teams, and product teams
bring innovation to market faster - worldwide.
By providing you with intuitive collaboration tools that work the way
your teams work - and not the other way around - we can help your
workforce compete more effectively on a global scale.
Customers choose Polycom for four important reasons:
› U
 ser Experience: creating a simple, superior user experience across
every solution we develop.
›	
Enterprise Class: With our enterprise-grade quality, we hold
more than 850 patents in the area of collaboration and have set the
industry standard for secure, high-quality audio, video and contentsharing from any distance.
›	
Ecosystem-friendly: Our deep interoperability and integration
benefits extend from Microsoft to BroadSoft and more. We not only
co-market but also co-develop with our strategic partners.
›	
Customer Choice: It’s in our DNA to put customers at the center and
enable choices that match their business objectives.

“There is no better
way to defy
distance than to
have a face-to-face
conversation using
video conferencing.”
Julian Hughes,
Visit www.polycom.co.uk or connect with us on
Intelligent Energy
Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn to learn more
For all sales enquiries call (0)1753 723282
or email: enquiries@polycom.com

Cloud video solution that meets the needs
of managers, IT and staff
Connectivity is critical to any business. Flexible working and shared
parental leave initiatives champion the right to work from home
and accommodate the increasing need to empower staff to work
anywhere, anytime and from any device – these needs must be
addressed largely through technology. Video conferencing allows
employees to engage with colleagues regardless of their location to
maintain productivity and a seamless teamwork experience.

“The only product that
recognises the needs of
all the teams involved:
management, IT and
employees.”

Lifesize Cloud is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) video conferencing
solution subscription service that is available on mobile devices,
laptops and in conference rooms. It enables each employee with
instant and scheduled calls, direct call and “meet-me”, single and
group video, as well as voice calling. You can even join a Lifesize
Cloud meeting from Skype for Business or Microsoft® Lync®.

Andy Nolan,
VP, UK, Ireland and
Northern Europe

Lifesize Cloud is recognises the needs of all the teams involved:
management want a flexible, affordable video conferencing option;
IT departments want something that’s easy to deploy and maintain;
and employees expect to see each other on any device. “It is the most
convenient, adaptable and user-friendly collaboration solution on the
market,” says Andy Nolan, VP, UK, Ireland and Northern Europe.

For more information please call or email Andy
Nolan on +44 7983 225295 or anolan@lifesize.com

iMeet®- Flexible all-in-one collaboration for
flexible bosses
iMeet all-in-one web, video and audio conferencing gives users the
power to meet however and wherever they want - from a single,
easy-to-use desktop, web or mobile application, or any telephone
device. iMeet was designed to have the industry’s most elegant and
appealing user interface, to be the most intuitive and enjoyable way
to meet online.
› Web, video and audio conferencing – all in one application
›	
Connect and collaborate with up to 125 people
›	
High-definition video – all from the webcam or video conferencing
room
›	
No software downloads for guests
›	
Personalised, consistent URL
›	
Start and join meetings with one click
›	
iMeet calls you – no need to remember dial-in numbers and passcodes
›	
Crystal-clear, intuitive file and screen sharing
›	
Personalised bios, pictures and social media networks
›	
Crystal-clear, intuitive file and screen sharing
›	
iMeet DVR records everything in the meeting – notes, chat, IM, video
and file sharing
›	
Collaborate everywhere with mobile apps for any device
›	
Easy scheduling with the free iMeet toolbar for Outlook

To learn how the iMeet portfolio can help your
team collaborate visit pgi.com/imeet

“iMeet’s engaging user
experience drives richer
client interactions, which
is critical as Vantedge
focuses on growing our
business.” Read Ziegler,
Vantedge Group
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Enhance HR with flexible working
Founded over 40 years ago, hfx has a proven history of developing
innovative staff time management solutions. The company
introduced the concept of flexible working hours in the 1970s with
its Flextime® system, and has continued as a leader in the delivery of
flexible working solutions.
Its flagship product, Etarmis, with its ‘one card – one solution’,
incorporates:
› Access control
›	
Photo ID
›	
Time & attendance recording
›	
Flexitime management
›	
Seamless integration with major HR and payroll systems
Highly customisable, Etarmis can be configured to meet exact
requirements and can support unlimited numbers of work patterns.

“While the
mainstream HR
systems may
claim to offer
flexible working, a
specialist solution
like Etarmis
provides a whole
new range of
capabilities.”

The complex calculations required to manage flexitime, shifts,
holiday entitlements, time off in lieu and absence is beyond the
capability of most HR solutions. Etarmis fills the gap in the market by
interfacing with all the mainstream HR systems (such as Oracle, SAP,
PeopleSoft and Northgate), enabling organisations to manage flexible
working, while keeping employee data synchronised across HR and
payroll systems.
hfx services clients across the public and private sectors throughout
the UK. High profile customers include the Home Office, Merck,
Bentley Motors, Adidas, MoD, Hertsmere Borough Council, North
Lanarkshire Council, Met Police & NHS Business Services Authority.

hfx Limited
Tel: 0844 335 0230 or email: sales@hfx.co.uk
www.hfx.co.uk

hfx:
card,enquiries
one solution.
Forone
all sales
call (0)1753 723282
or email: enquiries@polycom.com

› Time & Attendance recording
› Access control
› Photo ID
› Flexitime management
› Seamless integration with major HR
and payroll systems
www.hfx.co.uk

IQTimecard solution blends scheduling,
time & attendance and payroll tools
IQTimecard’s Electronic Call Monitoring solution is a unique blend
of time and attendance software, scheduling tools and payroll
integration. This makes it the ideal tool for businesses operating in
the remote working sector; such as Home Care and Contract Cleaners.
It helps to monitor the location of employees and ensure that they’re
attending all client calls without the need for any equipment to be
installed at the sites, as well as ensuring they’re only paid for the
hours they have worked.
The automated system simplifies many time-consuming admin tasks,
which can also facilitate great savings for businesses. Find more
benefits here.

“We’ve been able to
double the number of
caregivers we employ
without worrying about
the huge increase in back
office costs.” Sally Clough,
owner, Home Instead
Sutton Coldfield

We already work with a wide range of clients across the country,
including an award winning national homecare franchise that has
been able to remove all paper timesheets and drastically reduce
administration for over 3,000 members of staff.
For the many companies already working with us, the main cost
benefits they have found by using our system are that all payroll
costs are exact and the cost implications of overpayments of income
tax and NIC when an employee leaves the company have been
eradicated.

Contact: David Lynes david.lynes@uniqueiq.co.uk
0800 88 6868 www.iqtimecard.com

Mitrefinch – HR systems and much more!
Mitrefinch offers a cost-effective route to bigger profits through
better business efficiency. Our solutions are fully customised to
accommodate the working patterns and work rules of your business.
Mitrefinch TMS (Time management system) will save you vital
management time and reduce administration costs – giving your
business a razor sharp competitive edge.
Mitrefinch specialise in the development of Workforce Management
and Time and Attendance Solutions. Our solutions enable
organisations to better measure, analyse and manage employees’
working time and deploy human resources more effectively. Used by
over 4,000 organisations around the world, across a broad range of
industries, our clients are benefiting every day from improvements
to HR operations powered by Mitrefinch.
The companies we help benefit from improved payroll accuracy,
reduced payroll costs, more efficient payroll administration, superior
planning and control of employee schedules and jobs, plus accurate
on-site reporting for Workplace Health & Safety requirements.
Don’t hesitate to get in touch and see how Mitrefinch can help you
save time and money in your company.

For more information: 0845 619 0070,
www.mitrefinch.co.uk sales@mitrefinch.co.uk

“Both your Time &
Attendance and HR
systems have helped
reduce our paperwork
greatly.”
Walkers Shortbread
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Scrap the commute with pay-as-you-go
hot desks and meeting spaces
NearDesk provides access to hot desks and meeting rooms at
hundreds of locations across the UK. Finding a space near you is easy
with the NearDesk App and, using a contactless payment NearDesk
card, just tap in and tap out to only pay for what you use.
Our “who’s here now” software lets you see and connect with other
NearDesk users in the same space, adding valuable networking
opportunities to your day.
A simple solution for companies and individuals when working at
home or in public spaces is not the answer to being at your most
productive:

“Traditional ways
of working are in
flux. Employees
want flexibility in
when and where
they work and
employers must
respond to retain
and recruit the
best.”

›	
Mobile workforce: hot desks and meeting rooms for as little or as
long as needed, wherever you are
›	
Remote workforce: work alongside others and reduce the loneliness
of working at home
›	
Growing workforce: grow without the burden of long term property
leases
›	
Recruit the best: Reduce the geographical barriers to recruitment by
offering a work near home solution
›	
Retain the best: reduce the misery and cost of commuting by allowing
staff to work near home a day a week
›	
Cut property costs: downsize your office and enable staff to work in
NearDesk locations
Join now at NearDesk.com using code ‘flexibleboss’ or contact us at
team@neardesk.com to find out more and discuss how we can help
your business.

www.neardesk.com
http://mobile-app.neardesk.com
For all sales enquiries call (0)1753 723282
or email: enquiries@polycom.com

The ultimate work experience
Uber Office is the shared working environment for entrepreneurs
and small teams. Situated a 2 minute walk from London Victoria
Station, we have worked tirelessly to build a strong sense of
community between our members and always encourage
collaboration. Working as a team is key!
With smaller businesses and startups in mind, we spent £300,000
kitting-out the space to provide everything needed to enjoy
working. Themed communal areas inspire creativity and encourage
networking, while background tunes keep the office upbeat.
UberOffice.com is THE space to launch your startup or build your
business. State of the art facilities combine with chic spaces and
furnishings for the ultimate workplace experience.

“Uber office has
professional appeal,
yet also expresses great
creative personality,
which always seems to
excite my clients.”
N Carter, Appy Monkey

›	
All members of the space get Internet access and VoIP phone calls
through a leased and dedicated line (with a fallback infrastructure).
›	
Meeting rooms have all the equipment to make a presentation or
teleconference go smoothly.
› Our facilities are fully stocked with organic tea and coffee.
› Every member is equipped with a key-card and lockable storage.
We invite you to view the space - it has a great energy and will
change the way you think about coming into work.

UberOffice.com
Lizzie Rae: lizzie@uberoffice.com 0203 397 7975

Regus business lounges offer global reach
Regus is the world’s largest provider of flexible workspace with a
global footprint spanning 104 countries. Regus business lounges can
be accessed by purchasing pay-as-you-go access priced at £5 per hour
or £10 per day or by purchasing Regus Businessworld membership.
Businessworld is the world’s largest membership programme giving
access to flexible workspace. Businessworld Gold membership gives
unlimited drop-in business lounge access for just £49 per month
nationally. Business lounges are used by business travellers, those
who need to fit in some work whilst on the move and local, flexible or
home-based workers seeking a more professional option to working
from home or in a coffee shop.
Typical features of a Regus business lounge include free wifi, free
refreshments, individual workstations with privacy screens (called
Thinkpods), comfy seats with laptop rests, a ‘business bar’ with iMac
and phone chargers. Business Stations within the lounges offer selfservice paid-for services such as cloud-based printing and scanning,
and other admin services are available from reception.
The company is also rolling out Regus Express, a new generation of
workplaces designed for co-working and productive meetings outside
of a traditional office environment, such as in motorway service areas
or retail parks. Access is included in Businessworld membership.

For more information visit www.regus.co.uk

“Businessworld is
the world’s largest
membership programme
giving access to flexible
workspace.”

